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GREENACRES - A C~se Still to be Hea~d! 

Has the Supreme Court of Ontario acted wi - Jus ·-ice an 
wisdom iri handing down its decision to uphold Metropoli-
tan Toronto's defence stand against giving . e~1al pay to 
t he nurse aides at Greenacres Home for the Aged in · 
Newmarket Ontario? I t is an indication that Ontario -
·' the land of opportunity" lacks ·a certain something when 
it comes to opportunity of wage-scales for . females. · 

The Department of Labour, on the basis of their. inspec-
tions at Greenacres, directed the owners"" (Metro) to pay 
the same wages to the 140 female .nurse ·aid.es as they were 
paying to the 20-odd male rturse orderlies. Did they 
possibly . consider that the Metropolitan Government .of 
Toronto would be an understanding, tolerant, fair-deal-
ing employer? Metro did not ' even flinch at the Court 
Order. Somehow, the double~standard would also stand 
by ·chem in Court. And it did just that! 

Equal pay for ·::he same work is what the law says, but the 
===============t On·:ario Code of Human Rights . does not include the. word 

sex .. ·and ·:his case for equality · of wage rests on · the 
reali t y of t he present syst em wher~ sex is the detetmin-
ing fac t or in whether you will be t aken on the job as an 
orderly or a nurse aide. I ·i: is the ,·double standard' 
which causes disc~iminatory situations like this io recur. 

Editor: Janet Lawler 
Associate E~itor: 
Aline Gregory 

Assistants: 
J-0an Harries 
Joan Johnson Whether Jus t ice Campbell Grant was right according ·co the 

law is questionable. To u s e the 1
' same work" ' as a standarc 

t o be applied to t he work of any person working alongside 
another - either male t o male; female to female or 

The ideas and opinion female to male - is to ·require such rigid classification 
expressed in the.arti- of work duties that the . only way t he " same work" could 
cles are the individu- be judged would be if each person was paid nby the piece · 
al views of the cont- However the. conc~pt. of using piecework as a product ivity 

or valu~ seal~ for orderli~s 6r nurse aides would not ributors. be tolerated by anyone. 

Women fighting for the right t o equal wage consideration 
are actually fighting " sex-defined"' job classifications 
and classification of personnel according to sex mus t go! 
Either they are all orderli~s or all nurse ai~es. One 
wonders how things are a t Greenacres . these days. Have the 
job description people been ac t ive - hardening up the 
classification of duties? .... 
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W 0 MEN AND ANALYTICAL THINKING 

- By: Bonnie Kreps 

One of the aspects of being raised within our two sex roles is that various 
attributes are arbitrarily assigned to the two sexes. Thus, as we all know, 
masculinity denotes strength, power, etc., etc., and supposedly an ability 
to reason, to be logical, to be rational. In opposition to this, femininity 
is supposed to encompass such attributes as resilience, warmth, imagination, 
etc., etc., anQ. supposedly a great ability to come up with intuitive insight 
(usually unsupported by any reasoning process). In other words, to be 

11 feminine11 in our society means to be fuzzy in the head. If you want proof 
of this, try c· ... r'.:-a::."'6Lling a prospective lover - overpower him with irrefutable 
logic and brilliant reasoning and see how far you get in your love life. 

Without being unduly cynical, · one might add t hat fuzzy-mindedness in the 
oppressed group is En invaluabie asset (to tie oppressing group) in keeping 
that group from figuring out .Just what is happening to it. Politically speak-
ing, then;--ass.i.gning attributes of non-reasoning to the oppressed group 
is something which has always -heen. .a-ttempted by the oppr es.sing group - th~s, 
the laughing nig3~r--mnron type, the noble savage Indian c::id the real woman. 

For this reason ·it·-is __ incumbent upon us women to free ourselves · as much ·as 
possible from the realm of the fuzzy_-minded to which we .have been ccnsigned. 
The most potent politica l tool of all is, of course, making t~e oppressed 
group actually internalize your fantasy of it. (Think of all -rhe women who 
believe they must a1wear more stu id than they are in order to be t'feminirie', 
Think how many r ·2ally believe that they can't think log::.'2a lly.) 

So let us liberate ours2lves by attempting to learn to analyze clearly. We 
need all the clear thinking we can n-:uster in Oi.'"'d2r . to analyze our con:lition . 
and come up with a new sociology. We could also do r.;uch good bY showlng·: 
other women that it is indeed possible to ' think clearly a!1d argue logically 
and still be a nice female person. 

Anyone who is interested in pursui!1g this, NEW FEMINISTS, will provide a 
11 Primer of Clear TI-.fr '.~ing" with all the major elerr.ents explained.. Send us 

~ 25¢ for handling , and we'll send you a primer. 

-) (-

11 He who knO".vs nothing, loves nothing . He who can dO--':notning ~ ·· ·:~.::-:.:::~: · 
understands nothing. He who understands nothing is worth~e~s. 
But he who understands also loves, noticen, sees . ' .•..• The 
more knowledge is inherent in a thing, the greater 'the love . 
.•••. Anyone who imagines that all fruits rip2n 'at the same 
time as the strawberries - knows nothing about grapes'~ 

- Parac12lsus 
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.~ X 
'-1=-J''I PE 11 /~ ~,1 I-NT - By: Coraleen North 

.W12 ha.ve .. all heard i ·t: said in praise of some little boy, 11 He's all boy! :1 
-

or in , p,ra·ise of some.:,Little girl, " She's a real little lady! 11 How can a boy 
be le.ss ·;:han all boy ·or a girl other thari a real girl? It is the roles built 
around the ."biological distinction of sex that makes maleness and femaleness 

. mat ·~ers of degree. 

The roles fully ·realized are grotesque. A persistently bad performance is 
punished; in chilhood, by painful sobriquets. The boy who acts like a girl is 
a sissy; the girl who acts like a boy is a tomboy. Sissy, you will agree, 
is . a . harsher term than tomboy. 'ivhy should this be so? A girl who a·cts like 
a boy is doing something we find more understandable than is the bby who ac·i:s 
like a girl. We ·: ·can think of the girl 1 s behavior as motivated' by a wish to 
improve- her status rather than by a compulsion to ac t like a male. The 
sis·sy, on the other hand · is mimicking a group that ranks below himself. 

In • part, · the roles of the two sexes seem to be necessa.ry consequences of the 
defining biological differences. In simple cultures it is almost inevitable 

.. that:·.women assume the duties of infant care. When subsistence activities · 
involve -light agriculture as well as hunting, it is economical for women to 
do the former and men the latter·, since this division of labour will not ta.ke 
women far from their children. 

For many aspects of the sex roles it is questionable whether the differences 
are nat~ral differences or are impositions of a culture. Girls in the United 
States are supposed to be less good at mathema ·tics than are boys. A recent 
test of average scores for high school seniors on the Scholastic Aptitude 
Test of the College Entrance Examina t ions were: 

Boys: 
Girls: 

Mathematics 

527 
467 

Verbal 

4t9 " 
486 

Does a difference of this kind arise because the female sex has less na·t:ural 
gift for mathematics, or because girls in this country learn thaf it · is n·ot · · 
feminine to be very good at numbers. Girls do less well than boys in 'arith:.. . 
~etic from the earliest school years. If it is th~ se~ role that accounts tor 
the difference the- role must be effective in early life~ And it is. 

During the war years 1941 - 45, many American fathers were separated from 
their families. If an interest and a knowledge of mathematics develops as 
part of the male sex role, and if that role is learned by identifica ·~ion with 
the father, then boys whose fa t hers had bean ' present during; this .·_time · should 
show greater mathematical aptitude in l'.ater' 'J:ife than boys whose fathers had 
been absent. If on the other· hand, mathematical interest and compe:tence ·are 

: , rooted in biological masculinity, the two groups of boys sh'ould not differ . . 
. Kuckenberg (1963) had data for 1300 subjects· ·a·nd fou·nd that mathematical 
aptitude scores were higher - relative to verbai apt{i:ude scores - . for father 
present boys than for father-absent boys. The argument from Kuckenbe.rg' s 
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data to the difference in the mathematical competence of boys and girls 
fairly straightforward. If mathematical competence in boys is to some de e 
acquired as an aspect of a sex role, so may it be in girls~ 

In addition to differences of occupation, avocation, dress and abilities, mos\ 
cultures hold that the two sexes have different temperaments. With us, a boy 

· is supposed to have a more aggressive nature and a girl a more passive, gentle 
nature. Aggression is a word with two major meanings, i t signifies a readiness 
to fight and also an energe·i:ic, active dominant temper. Girls and women should 
be neither fighters nor too forceful and domineering. It is, our culture 
advocates, the nature of the male to be aggressive and of the female to be 
passive. 

It is startling ther~fore to find Margaret Mead (1935) concluding on the basis 
of her studies of sex and temperament in several primitive societies '1 

•• we 
may say that mahy, if not all of the personality traits which we have called 
masculine or feminine are as lightly linked to sex as are the clothing, the 
manners, and the form of head-dress that a society at a given period assigns 
to eit her sex. 11

· Dr Mead hit upon a very striking pattern of evidence with 
respect to the tie betw~en aggressive and passive temperaments and sex .. ' In 
New Guinea she found om{ people, the Arapesh, who thought of a .gentle tempera-
ment as ideal for both sexes. She found a second people, the Mundugumor, who 
held that an aggressive and suspicious temperament was ideal for both sexes. 
In the Tchambuli she found a people who held t hat an aggressive dominating 
temperament was right for women and an emotionally dependent, artistic tempera-
ment for men. If we add the American-European, which reverses the Tchambuli 
pattern, the full array of cultural variation seems ·co combine two sexes with 
two ideals_ .Of tempe.r.arneru ·n_ ill possible___\\lays. How then can we be ieve that 
the male is naturally aggressive ,and the female naturally passive? 

Because she thought she had found all conceivable combinations of sex and "the 
temperamen·tal ideals called 11 aggressivehess!-\ and " passivity" , Dr. Mead 
concluded that there was little or no innate link bet ween sex and the dimension: 
of temperamen·t. ·And so Dr. Mead adds 11 

••• human nature is almost unbelievably 
malleable, responding accurately and contrastingly to contrasting cultural 
conditions. " In rejecting the idea that temperament is innately sex linked, 
Dr Mead did not intend to reject the notion that t emperament is innate. n1et 
us assume that there are defin:j.te temperamental differences between human 
beings which if not entirely hereditary, at least are established on a heredi-
tary basis very soon after birth" . The basic premise of the entire argument 
Pr. Mead develops conce~ning sex and temperament are that:l) there are g~netic 
variations in tempera~ent on. a . dimension of aggre s siveness-passivity~ and 
2) these ·variations are not linked with sex; temperaments are similarly 
distributed in the two sexes. 

The innate variations of temperament may ,be imagined ·as so many individual ·· 
' light sources varying in .wave length along the spectrum (this example comes 
from Brown 1965). The longer wave lengths, the 11 ho'1:11 reo lights, can be . . 
thought of as the aggressive tempera111ents, and the short wave lengths, : 
the 11 cool11 blue lights, as passive temperaments. There is a separate spectrum 
of temperament for each sex. Mead's suggestion that variations ·of ·temperament 
are not sex-linked suggests that the curves for the two sexes be exactly the 
same· and they are drawn so in the illustration on the following page. 
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America 
(red-blue) 

' . Tchambuli 
{blue-red) 

. . . . 
. ':. . ; . . - ... Arapesh 

{blue) .. _ 

aggressive -passive 
{red) {blue) 

MALES 

Mundugumor 
(red) 

aggressive-passive 
(red) {blue) 

FEMALES 

Human Temperaments as Light Sourqes and Cultures as Filters 

~
. f :!-n~ate temperaments are to ·be light sources, cult ural ideals of tempera- · 

ent had better be represeffi:ed as filters. Filters transmit light from a 
ource to which it is \ t ·i:unedi; ·but absorbs light from a foreign source (i.e. 
on-cultura], ideals). The Mundugumor culture mus t b.e a red filte r ; it permits 

the transmission of longer wave lengths {the aggressive temperaments) but not 
of shorter .wave lengt hs ( t:he passive t emper aments). What about the wave lengths 
of other than red? I f t hey were perfectly monochromatic and the filter trans-
mitted only r eds, t hen the shorter lengths would be totally absorbed. Arapesh 
culture will be a Pacific blue filter, the same for both sexes. The red light 
th'at is a·i: home among. the Mundugumor must be cult urally "disenfranchised" 
among the Arapesh. Both the American culture and the Tcharnbuli provide two 
f .:Uters. For the Tcharnbuli it is red for the females and blue for the males. 
F6r the Americans, the pattern is reversed. 

Cont'd .. 
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The culture that sex-types temperament presents a profoundly different 
psychological situation from the culture that does not sex-type ~ temperam~ 
The deviant person among either the Arapesh or the Mundugmor must ·think oi 
himself as different from other people; whereas the deviant person among th1,. 
Tchainbuli or the Americans is not simply different from people; he is 
different from his own biologically defined sex. The Tchambuli or American 
admonition will take the form - 11 You are a boy, donft act like a girln, or 
nGirls don T t do things like ·chat\! . This cross sexual identification could 
perhaps contribute to passive or active homosexuality. It is certainly inter-
esting that Dr. Mead found no homosexuality among either the Arapesh or Mun-
dugmor, where temperament is not sex-typed. The more common and important 
outcome of rigid sex-typing is, she suspects, a neurotic concern with sexual 
identity - a feeling of not being altogether male or altogether f~male. 

What is the evidence relevent to the premise that temperament is not sex linked: 
Breeding for aggressiveness has produced gamecock for the sport of cockfighting 
and the bull terrier for the .sport of dog fighting. One study (James, 1951) 
made use of a letter of fox terriers (fighters) and a littler of beagles 
(larger) born on the same date. By fifteen weeks the smallest beagle was 
larger than the largest terrier. James tested the dogs in pairs for relative 
dominance or aggressiveness, but in competition for a single bone, the 
terriers invariably won out. 

The . human male is be·i:ter equipped for fighting than is the female. Terman 
and Tyler (1954) summarizing the data on physical differences between 
the sexes report that males at maturity average 20% heavier than females, 
10% taller and by some indices, 40% stronger. Of course grea}:er physical 
strengt and endurance do not guarantee greater aggre-ssive'ne·s .s-; V7~ women 
may be the fox terriers to their beagles! Boys are, in North Ame.rica, 
more aggressiye - even as young as two years old, which is the earliest 
age that has been studied (Scott 1958). At older ages male juvenile delin-
quency rates and also rates for every kind of aggressive crirrie· ·exceeds the 
female.· In our society it is clear that males behave more aggressively than 
females, but this could be because that is what the sex roles require rather 
than because of innate differences of temperament. 

Cross-cultural evidence also generally favours the proposition that the. male 
human tends to have a more aggressive temperament than the female. Scott 

.t1 (l~ .. 5.8). _mcikes. the strong point that there is no society on record in which · 
the female does the actual fighting in warfare. Even among the Tchambuli 
(red filter for females) - the male does this job. This evidence does . not 
lead inevitably to the conclusion that temperament is largely inhate. ' The 
sex differences could still be due to infant and early childhood. '· .. 1n modern 
soc:i,eties such as Russia, mainland China and Israel, women play an active 
par·c in: the armed . services, however, they are rarely used for front-line 
assaults. 

In general, this writer feels that there is a persuasive convergence of evi-
dence on a conclusion somewhat different from one of Dr. MeadTs premises. 
Males in North America (and in most other modern societies) fro~ ari early age 
behave more aggressively than do females; the male of our species is physically 
stronger and warfare is everywhere the business of the male. Dr. Mead it 

Cont'd •.. 
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.rs was right in thinking that temperament is, .in par·i:, innate, but wrong 
chinking that the distribution of temperaments is the same for the two ' sexes. 

Ahat are the consequences of this revision of Dr. Mead's premise for her thesis 
that ' the sex-typing of temperament is likely to produce confusions of sexual 
identity? Evidenc~ shows that males tend to be more aggressive and so compels 

, the rejection of the notion that the dis·i:ribution of innate temperament is 
identical for the two sexes as indicated by the diagram. The distribution of 
temperament shows considerable overlap. (Scott 1958). The number of people 
likely to have problems of sexual identity in a culture that sex-types temperci-
ment, as does our own, should increase with the amount of overlap. The more 
naturally aggressive wom~p there are, the more women there should be in North 
America with problems_ of sexual identity (fer.:inine role playing). 

It · l.s reasonable to extend Dr. Mead's argument to the non-temperBmental aspects 
of the sex roles. Many of . these are certainly not founded on innate differences 
between the :sexes. 7here will be few who do not have something .:. sissified" or 
" tomboyish" about them and few who do not experience some , of that personality 
role coriflici ·which is 6dilcd confusion of s2xual identityw .Parents of boyish 
girls are likely to think 'that tl1ey have not been sufficiently insistent on 
behavior appropriate to l;>iological sex. · They are likely to deal with the 
problem by firming up the role. They are likely to undertake r.1ore detailed, 
more explicit and rigid instructions in what boys do and what girls do. In 
such circumstcnces the intensifie~ parental insistence on sex-typing may only 
make the child more certc::in of his o~m ar.:bizi.Iity. 0f cours12 , even if .'?.:irents do 
not stress the sex roles, the larger society will do oo and will tl-~eref ore 
make problems for th<:? child who deviates. So tl:ere is no clear solutio;i short 
of redesi~ning t he culture . . 

If we were to redesign the culture, wtat ~0~ld we do? The difficulty 1lies 
with the fact thnt temperaments, tastes ancl attitudes are no·,,.,, pr escribed on 
th2 basis of biological sex when th2y lrave a very !mperfect naturDl linkage 
with sex. The ro~e~ that acc~ue to a sex, sometime s ha ve no stron~ natural 
connection with the a_scribeC: characteristics that determine r~1cmbership. The 
answer must be to · de t 'ach leadership, aggressivenc8s, ar.:sthetici.sm, wisdcm and 
the like from irr i::1ev2frt· C:J C'."_ ribed attributes nnd incorporate them in pure 
achievement roles. Recit~itm_nt to these roles 3hould be bas0d on achievement 
criteria - or beh;:i viorC:Jl m~nifestations of aggressiveness - npt on ,sex. In 
t~e writer's opinion, this situation is the es sence of Margar~t Me~d's own 
ideal for a culture; ~cil~ a~eignrnent b~sed on str~ctly r~levant pri6r perform-
an c2. In terms 6f th2 analogy from optics; a culture shou!d consist of many 

. f J. lters, each with its own characte::j_o::ic hi1e; ar, -~ light sour ces ought not to 
be assigned to filte~G on the basis of criteria unrelated to their nctural 
hues, but shculd, nlJ. of ther.i , hnve t:-ie free opl?ortunity to find their 

· conge~ial filters. -) (-

NbTES: The author of Sex and Temperarr.ent is an active Ne~-i Feminist. Coraleen 
North, "B. A.; ~.l\. in Social P,sychology is presently working· toward her Ph.D. 
at Yor~< Univ~rsity, Toronto This article -is a condensation1 of a 'larger 
article~ , o~i~{nal av~ilable at the New Femini§ts office. 
Edited by:· Aline Gregory (I llustration from Social Psychology, R. Brown -1965) . 

. . 
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When Doris E. Fleischman was married to the .noted ,Public relations counse ~ 
Edward L. Bernays, she was resolved, as an arden.t feminist, to preserve he1 
personal identity. But after 26 years of marriage as Miss Fleischman, she 
capitulated and became M~s . . Bernays. 

The following excerpts f rom her account illustrate how her stubborn insistence 
upon retaining her maiden name complicated her ~ocial life. 

Our first daughter was born in the fashionable obstetry of Miss Lippin-
cott, on Madison Avenue. The la·i:ter accepted woodenly the news that I 
was "Miss" and my husband "Mrr• . However, she wept when she presented the 
birth certificate and whispered: "Do I have to put in illegitimate? .. " 

Every note to teacher presents a problem, since teacher should not be 
misled into thinking that dual names indicate a broken home •.. progressive 
educators adopt watchful attitudes towards children of split marriages .. 
Cards, contracts, excuses for lateness all must be signed Miss with 
a coquettish .pa r enthetical Mrs. for identification. The same awkward-
ness 'applies to our relationship with the various doctors and dentists 

·who fake care of them ..•.• 

While life at home has presented the greatest hazards to Lucy Stonerism, 
travel is not .altogether smooth, either. Registering in a hotel in the 
United States leads to battle, withdrawals or confusion. Reactionary 
room clerks are not always easy to indoc t rinate when rooms are scarce. 

-We nave -developed va-rious ubte-rfuges. For instance, my husband once 
tried to solve the difficulty by registering "Mr. Bernays and wife 
(Miss FleischmanH1

• We were billed for three persons in one room that 
time, and made to feel decidedly immoral besides. 

Morality seemed often to be drawn into the use of separate names, espec-
ially in Europe. I can remember a leering conductor on a train from 
Vienna to Prague, who wished us all happiness when he left us alone in 
one compartment with two passports. Using my own name was a good deal 
of fun in France in the early twenties. There was a puzzled homme du 
monde in Paris, who couldnrt understand why any married woman should want 
to pass herself off as single. He assured me tha t men are far more 
interested in married than ·in maiden ladies. Why should I sacrifice the 
opportuniti~s that awaited me as Mrs., but would be denied me as Miss? ... 

Occasi:onally, use of my own name has given me a sense of separate individ-
uality'. Once at a cocktail party, a beautiful woman attc;iched herself to . 
my husband and after a few minutes of intense presymbolic conversation 
looked indignantly at me as i f t o say, "' I saw him first - why qon't.you 
scraIT1? 11 I did, of course, to my husband's delight, since he didn't . 
want to be saddled with a Mrs. at that point! And one evening at a 
.public dinner, a fascinating Economic Professor urged, "·Let's get out of 
here · and have some fun. You donrt have to wait for that so-and-so who 
brought you. " 

-) (-

from: Fleischman, Doris E. Notes of a retiring feminist. Amer. Mercury, 
1949,68, 161-168. 
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DRU 
.edical technology has come down to us 

from ancient times by two streams; 
(a) the doctor, graduate, scientist, 
and (b) the Christian Nursing Order, 
charitable efforts by female members 
of financially stable families, the 
Nightingale Order. Today these two 
streams work side by sid~ but never 
encroach on one another. Technologies 
branch off from these streams and the 
doctor technologies are highly paid 
while the nurse technologies are lowly 
paid. 

Examples of discrimination which are 
evident trends for the future are two-
yea r medical-assistant courses at 
universities (Queen's University) 
where specialist-technical~managerial 
per~ons graduate and commence a career 
at .$10,000. per year. There do not 
appear. to be any females on these 
courses an~ linked with the fact that 
a . ~egistered Nurse, who takes a three-
year course, earns between $5,000 and 
$6,000 per year starting salary, it 
becomes obvious that these courses are 
incorporated into the doctor stream 
and will be considered 11 male 1

•• courses. 

Across the continent of North America, 
Historically, the doctor stream has dieticians, X-Ray technicians, physio-

j.evolved from the Greek Health Order therapists, heart/lung technical staff 
founded by Hippoerates .and has, until and operating-room technical staff 

.. very recently, been a who.U .y··male have low salary levels, .·yet · they are 
domain. Females have: .... not had an ·e.as-y .... specialists-technical jobs. But, they 
time- .. breaking into -· this "·scientific" are considered to be part of the nurse 
world of men, even .. after they passed .. stream-.and·-the-reby·remain-1.ow-·status 
the required university·-examinations; ·· ·· ·jobs. 
the-medic.ine men tried, in fact, to 
prevent the registration of· the first ···· 
women doc:tors so they couJ.d . not. pract-

' ·ice. 
'. ' 

The -nurse'·" stream has come down to us 
·through · the1 Christian ethic of self-
sacrifice a,nd · charity and has always 
been associated with the female's 
biological role of succor. ' In a true 
sense it offered a way to· women of 
atonement for her sexual inferiority, 
as defined by theologians. Nuns were 
a mrtural group of women to do thi_s 
work as they could then be kept compl-
etely apart from theological and poli-
tical debate 'but yet could comprise a 
powerful social force - models of 
Christian beneficence. 

Suffice to say then, that the medical 
orderly is a male and is automatically 
identified with the doctor stream, 
while the nurse aide is a female and 
is automatically identified with the 
nurse stream. 

The Ne.w Feminist - Feb/70 

A great .. de-al., ne-ed& to be · said · to·-open 
up the prejudices existing in" the 
medical profession .as a whole. Male 
dominated medical associatiorts . condone 
damaging and inaccurate statements · 
by doctors and psychiatrists about 
women, every day of the year. Nurses 
are constantly conditioned to accept 
and keep quiet about those statements 
because their positiorr is define4 by a 
male medical heirarchy which is concerned 
with the preservation of a male enclave, 

. as. evidenced at a recent medical 
conference where it was seriously pro-
posed: that nurses might be able to take 
some of the burden off the doctors' · 
backs if a large-scale training 
program in midwifery was at all feasible 
and within the capabilities of the 
average nurse. 

Editor's Note: FORUM is an open column 
expressing readers' opinions· and .argu-
ments. 500 word limit. 
(The article above is based on a letter 
received from Phyllis Graham). 
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AROUND THE Ta~N WITH FEMINISM 

" Cross Country Check Up" with Betty 
Kenn;edy had Professor Marlene Dixon 
(McGill University) on the F~b. 8th 
program. She parried questions on 
Women's Liberation . The callers gen-
eralLy :concerned themselves with · 
questions on the economic fact'ors -
the · difficulty of accepting women 
into the labour force, but scarcely 
touched the sociological-cultural 
problems . It was an insight into 
the economic discrimination against 
women - and how little these discrim-
inations are understood. A tape of 
the program will be available for the 
New Feminists library sln rtly. 

"Men Only" (C . B.C. 6) on Feb. 11th 
had 11 feminism" as its subject for 
critical anaiysis. Fortunately, as 
we are now able to say, it pivoted 
around the way the present situation 
of women affects men. Peter Gzowski, 
(Editor, Macleans) moderated the 
program. Billy Edwards (The Married 
Cou le" _ fame) emerged wi t_b an n_r_ 
will-have-to-think-about-this-some-
moren look on his face. Danny Finkle-
man and Bill Forbes can take credit 
for this. Finkleman and Forbes 
especially, showed unders t anding and 
empathy with women . (This is not a 
darts and laurels column!) 

·'·'Unitarian Churcha - Feb 15th. 
· ·of the Sunday service was ··1Women' , 
' Liberation" . Marjaleena Repo addr~ 
the congregation succinctly and a 
lively question and answer period 
followed. Jean Doench sang an inter-
esting arrangement of folk songs -
our favorite was Housewife's Lament. * 
Maryon Kanteroff - New Feminist and 
sculptor was given a receptiori on 
Tues. Feb 10th at Sheridan Mall, Port 
Credit in honor of the unveiling of 
her new work 11 Bird of Paradise\T . It's 
strong and beautiful and a harbinger 
of New Feminist culture. 

* * 
Panel Discussions - Feb 17th was a busy 
day for New Feminists . Dorothy Curzon, 
Janet Lawler and Marlie Ritchie 
presented our film and a panel at Hunan · 
Park Recreation Centre, Mississauga. 
Corileen North, with Judith Masters 
and Aline Gregory, led a panel at the 
Don Mills library as one of a series 
on ·· ' The New Decade The New Womann . 

QZ Huntley Ave. The New Feminists 
headquarters are actively in operation. 
Tuesdays - introductory meetings (8 . 00 
p . m. ) Wednesdays open discussions on 
specific topics (8.00 p.m.) Thursdays 
are devoted to the library, reading 
and study. Volunteers are requested 
for staffing the office (afternoons 
or evenings). 

nMiss Chatela)-ne" - Spring issue, * 
contains an article based on a taped Some generous donations have been 

" conversation he t ween Elaine Landa made recently to the New Feminists 
(New Feminist) and Miss C. Unfortunate-which will be used to expand the 
ly the tape was edited into an article library, promote actions for feminism, 
with the thought provoking statements and continue our educational and 
made by Elaine miss i ng . We hope tha t organizational facilities. Are you 
those who re ad t he article won't ge t a participator or i spectator •. 
hung up on the pr ominent photograph Think about it. 
of Elaine . It indicates the romantic 
disposition of the photographer * * 
rather than the romant ic disposition 
of Elaine . Is Miss Chatelaine being 
condescending to their aurli'ence? 

* 
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-. ~CALE NORR-
[Feb. 21 - Saturda yj "A CALL TO SOCIAL ACTION11 

- sponsored by the Federation 
of Wor:len Teachers Association of Ontario. A panel on 

11 feminism"1 with: Maryon Kanteroff (New Feminist), Margaret Daly, Lita-Rose 
Bc-L;chcnnti n, D.W. Johnson and T. Reid. Audience 500 - 600 teachers. 
(Not Public). 

!Feb. 24- - Tuesday! Presentation by New Feminists, Janet Lawler and Marlie 
Ritchie, includes the feminist film ''A Report From Down 

Under11
• Sponsored by the N.D.P. Woodbine RD.ding and organized by the newly 

formed N.D.P. Wc~en's Caucus. Place: Eastern Branch Library, 137 Main St. 
Time: 8.00 p.m. (Public). 

j Feb. 26- Thurscla~;' I 1
' Panel on Discrimination" . Panel of four women, each 

from a different ethnic or religious group. Sponsored 
H2ights Library, 3170 Bathurst St. (7 83-4-283). Or~anized 
Council of Women. Place: Bathurst Heights Library. 
(!.'ublic). 

by the Bathurst 
b:1 the c~nadian 
Time: 8.00 p. m. 

(iiar. 10-11-121 Three day seminar with panel discussions on feminism. 
This conference is being held at the University of 

Guelph. ConL-:i~t D2tty Jane Sinclair for further information. ' 

I Mar 17 - ~~-;·1 HBusiness in a Changing Social Structure ••• sponsored 
by the Grocery Producers Manufacturers Association 

(Ottawa based) . I; panel of four, including Dorothy Curzon (New Feminist) 
and Judy LaMa.rsh. (Not public). 

jMar. 19 - Thurs~da;l Presentation by Hew Feminists at Port Credit. Will 
have more information later. Phone New Feminists 

(922-9283) from wid-~arch. 

jMar. 20-21-22 Annual Conference of the National Organization of Women 
(Betty Freidan's feminist organization) in Chicago. 

Saturday will .,e -.. ;c-rkshops with recommendations forwarded to the main body. 
•For more inforr.~c:{: .. ~ .. on write to: N. O. W. c/o MaryJean Collins-Robson~ 

4-800 South Dor2r.~ -ter, Apt 3N, Chicago Ill. 60615, U.S.A. Why not book 
air tickets ar;. ii. ~~ccommodation and see if you can make it? Conference site: 
O'Hare Inn, Dec~l~~nes, Chicago. (vicinity of airport). 

We need origin~l vrit ings, cartoons, graffiti, poems, facts and statistics 
about women bo·'_:i i n Canada and elsewhere. If you have something to contri-
bute, please s u:d it in with your name , address and telephone number 

.. ====== ==================================== 
WOULD YOU LIKE L BE ON THE MAILING LIST? 

THE NEW FEtJ::':l;: .: sr 
P.O. Box ss·,r 
Station 11 ..i\" 
Toronto, llG, Ont. 

1'he New Feminis Feb/70 

Subscription Rates: 
Name: 

Address: 

Encl: $ -------
$3.00 (Students - $1.50) 

Tel: . . . . . . . . 
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